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Abstract—An array of simple programmable processors is
implemented in 0.18 m CMOS and contains 36 asynchronously clocked independent processors. Each processor occupies
0.66 mm2 and is fully functional at a clock rate of 520–540 MHz at
1.8 V and over 600 MHz at 2.0 V. Processors dissipate an average
of 32 mW under typical conditions at 1.8 V and 475 MHz, and
2.4 mW at 0.9 V and 116 MHz while executing applications such
as a JPEG encoder core and a fully compliant IEEE 802.11a/g
wireless LAN baseband transmitter.
Index Terms—Array processor, chip multi-processor, digital
signal processing, DSP, GALS, globally asynchronous locally
synchronous, many-core, MIMD, multi-core.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

PPLICATIONS that require the computation of complex
DSP workloads are becoming increasingly commonplace. These applications often comprise multiple DSP tasks
and are frequently key components in many systems such
as: wired and wireless communications, multimedia, remote
sensing and processing, and biomedical applications. Many
of these applications are embedded and are strongly energy
and cost-constrained. In addition, many of them require very
high throughputs, often dissipate a significant portion of the
system power budget, and are therefore of considerable interest.
Therefore, the key challenges in DSP and embedded processor
design are in maximizing performance (often throughput),
minimizing energy dissipation per operation, and minimizing
silicon area (cost).
Increasing clock frequencies and increasing numbers of circuits per chip has resulted in modern chip performance being
limited by power dissipation rather than circuit constraints. This
implies a new era of high-performance design that must now
focus on energy-efficient implementations. Furthermore, future
fabrication technologies are imposing new challenges such as
large circuit parameter variations, and wire delays which may
significantly reduce maximum clock rates. Therefore, architectures that address the challenges and exploit the advantages of
future fabrication technologies are worthy of special consideration.
There are several design approaches for DSP processors.
ASICs can provide very high performance and very high energy
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efficiency, but they have little programming flexibility. On the
other hand, programmable DSPs are easy to program but their
performance and energy efficiency are much lower. FPGAs fall
somewhere in between. The goal of the Asynchronous Array
of simple Processors (AsAP) project is to develop a system
that computes complex DSP application workloads with high
performance and high energy efficiency, is well suited for
implementation in future fabrication technologies, and maintains the flexibility and programming ease of a programmable
processor.
The AsAP system comprises a 2-D array of simple programmable processors interconnected by a reconfigurable mesh
network [1]. Processors are each clocked by fully independent
haltable oscillators in a Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) [2] scheme. The multi-processor architecture
efficiently makes use of task level parallelism in many complex
DSP applications, and also efficiently computes many large
DSP tasks through fine-grain parallelism (i.e., large numbers of
processors computing a fine-grain partitioning of the workload)
to achieve high performance.
AsAP uses a simple processor architecture with small memories to dramatically increase energy efficiency. The flexible
programmable processor architecture broadens the target application domain and allows high one-time fabrication costs to
be shared among a variety of applications. The GALS clocking
style and nearest-neighbor communication greatly enhance
scalability, and provide opportunities to mitigate effects of device variations, global wire limitations, and processor failures.
A prototype 6 6 AsAP chip has been implemented in 0.18 m
CMOS and is fully functional [3].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
key AsAP processor features and Section III details the AsAP
design. Section IV presents measured results from the fabricated
chip, and Sections V and VI discuss related work and conclude
the paper.
II. MOTIVATION AND KEY FEATURES OF ASAP PROCESSOR
Several key features distinguish the AsAP processor. These
features and the resulting benefits are illustrated in Fig. 1 and
are discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.
A. Chip Multiprocessor and Task Level Parallelism
Increasing the clock frequency of processors has worked
well for increasing performance but recently has become significantly more challenging. Advanced CPUs already consume
more than 100 W operating over 2 GHz [4]. Cooling costs for
such chips limit the acceptable power consumption and also the
achievable clock frequency and processor performance [5]. The
technique of increasing the clock frequency by deeper pipeline
stages is also reaching its limit, since it requires more registers
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Fig. 3. IEEE 802.11a/g wireless LAN (54 Mb/s, 5/2.4 GHz) baseband transmit
path.

Fig. 1. Key features of AsAP and resulting benefits.

Fig. 4. Area breakdown for four modern processors.

Fig. 2. Multi-task application executing on (a) a traditional architecture and
(b) a stream-oriented multi-processor well suited for task level parallelism.

and control logic, thereby further increasing design difficulty
and lowering energy efficiency.
Parallelization, rather than increased clock frequency, is another strategy to increase system performance with techniques
such as instruction level parallelism, data level parallelism and
task level parallelism.
Task level parallelism is especially well suited for many DSP
applications, but unfortunately it can not be easily used on traditional sequentially executing processors. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
the traditional system normally contains a powerful processor
with a large memory, and executes the tasks of the application in
sequence and stores temporary results into memory. The same
application may be able to run on multiple processors using
task level parallelism more efficiently as shown in Fig. 2(b),
where different processors handle different tasks of the application. Normally the data input of DSP applications is considered of infinite length, so these processors can execute in parallel and achieve high performance. Also, the temporary results
from each processor can be sent to the following processor directly and do not need to be stored in a large global memory, so
less memory is necessary compared to the traditional method.
Task level parallelism is widely available in many DSP
applications. Fig. 3 shows an example of a modern complex
application that exhibits abundant task-level parallelism—the
transmit chain of an IEEE 802.11a/g wireless LAN transmitter.
It contains more than 10 tasks, and each of them can be directly mapped to separate processors to take advantage of the
available task level parallelism.
B. Memory Requirements of the Targeted Tasks
With an ever increasing number of transistors possible per
die, modern programmable processors typically use not only an
increasing amount of on-chip memory, but also an increasing
percentage of die area for memory. Fig. 4 shows the area breakdown of four modern processors [6], [4], [7], [8] with mem-

TABLE I
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMON DSP TASKS
ASSUMING A SIMPLE SINGLE-ISSUE PROCESSOR

ories that occupy 55% to 75% of the processor’s area. Large
memories reduce the area available for execution units, consume significant power, and require larger delays per memory
transaction. Therefore, architectures that minimize the need for
memory and keep data near or within processing elements can
increase area efficiency, performance, and energy efficiency.
A notable characteristic of the targeted DSP and embedded
tasks is that many have very limited memory requirements compared to general-purpose tasks. The level of required memory
must be differentiated from the amount of memory that can be
used or is typically used to calculate these kernels. Table I lists
the actual amounts of instruction and data memory required for
several tasks commonly found in DSP applications. These numbers assume a simple single-issue fixed-point processor. The
data show that several hundred words of memory are enough
for many DSP and embedded tasks—far smaller than the 10
KBytes to 10 MBytes per processing element typically found
in modern DSP processors. Reducing memory sizes can result
in significant area and power savings.
C. GALS Clocking Styles
A globally synchronous clock style is normally used in
modern integrated circuits. But with the larger relative wire
delays and larger parameter variations of deep-submicron
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technologies, it has become increasingly difficult to design both
large chips, and chips with high clock rates. Additionally, high
speed global clocks consume a significant portion of power
budgets in modern processors. For example, 1/4 of the total
power dissipation in the recent 2-core Itanium [4] is consumed
by clock distribution circuits and the final clock buffer. Also,
the synchronous style lacks the flexibility to independently
control the clock frequency among system sub-components to
achieve increased energy efficiency.
The opposite clock style of globally synchronous—fully
asynchronous—has the potential for speed and power improvements, but currently lacks EDA tool support, is difficult
to design, and has large circuit overhead which reduces its
efficiency.
The GALS [2] clocking style separates processing blocks
such that each part is clocked by an independent clock domain.
Its use enables the possibility of eliminating global clock distribution completely which brings power and design complexity
benefits. Another significant benefit of GALS is the opportunity
to easily and completely shut off a circuit block’s clock (not just
portions of the clock tree as with clock gating) when there is no
work to do. Additionally, independent clock oscillators permit
independent clock frequency scaling, which can dramatically
reduce power dissipation in combination with supply voltage
scaling [9].

D. Wires and On Chip Communication
A considerable challenge is presented by the increasing
power dissipation and delay caused by on-chip communication
(wires). As Ho et al. report [10], global chip wires will dramatically limit performance in future fabrication technologies if not
properly addressed since their delay is roughly constant with
technology scaling—which leads to an increasing percentage
of clock cycle time. A number of architectures have specifically
addressed this concern [11]–[13]. Therefore, architectures that
enable the elimination of long high-speed wires will likely be
easier to design and may operate at higher clock rates [10].
There are several methods to avoid global wires. Networks
on Chip (NoC) [14] treat different modules in a chip as different
nodes in a network and use routing techniques instead of simple
wire links and buses to transfer data. NoCs provide a powerful
communication method, but often consume large amounts
of area and power. Another method is local communication,
where each processor connects only to processors within a
local domain. One of the simplest examples is nearest neighbor
communication, where each processor directly connects and
communicates only to immediately adjacent processors. This
architecture has high area and energy efficiency per processor, and can also provide sufficient communication for
many DSP applications, especially those that are stream-like
[15]. The greatest challenge when using nearest-neighbor
interconnects is efficiently mapping applications that exhibit
significant long-distance communication. Fortunately, for
many applications—including embedded and complex DSP
applications—nearest neighbor inter-processor communication
is highly effective.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of an AsAP processor.

III. THE ASAP PROCESSOR SYSTEM
The AsAP system comprises a 2-D array of simple programmable processors. Each processor is clocked in a GALS
fashion and interconnected by a reconfigurable mesh network.
AsAP processors are optimized to efficiently compute DSP
algorithms individually as well as in conjunction with neighboring processors.
Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of an AsAP processor and the
fabricated processing array. The array is organized as a 6 by 6
mesh. Data enters the array through the top left processor and
exits through one of the right column processors, selected by a
mux. Input and output circuits are available on each edge of all
periphery processors but most are unconnected in this test chip
due to package I/O limitations.
Each processor is a simple single-issue processor, and contains: a local clock oscillator; two dual-clock asynchronous interfaces to provide communication with other processors; and a
simple CPU including ALU, MAC, and control logic. Each processor contains a 64-word instruction memory and a 128-word
data memory. They also contain static and dynamic configuration logic to provide configurable functions such as addressing
modes and interconnections with other processors. Each processor can receive data from any two neighbors and can send
data to any combination of its four neighbors. Each processor
contains two input ports because it meshes well with the data
flow graphs of the applications we have studied. Clearly, two
or more input ports are required to support graph fan-in and we
found a third input port was not frequently used. AsAP supports
54 RISC style instructions. Other than the bit-reverse instruction
which is useful for the calculation of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), no algorithm-specific instructions are implemented.
The AsAP processor system utilizes a GALS clocking style
with a local clock oscillator inside each processor. The maximum span of the clock tree is less than 1 mm in 0.18 m technology—the distance across a single processing element. This
approach has excellent scalability and allows the simple addition of more processors to the array. In a synchronous system,
the global clock tree must be redesigned when adding more processors, which can be very difficult for large chips.
A. Single AsAP Processor Design
1) Pipelining and Datapath: Each AsAP processor has a
nine stage pipeline as shown in Fig. 6. The IFetch stage fetches
instructions according to the program counter (PC). No branch
prediction circuits are implemented. All control signals are
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Fig. 6. AsAP 9-stage pipeline.

generated in the Decode stage and pipelined appropriately.
The Mem Read and Src Select stages fetch data from the data
memory (DMEM), immediate field, the asynchronous FIFO interface from other processors, dynamic configuration memory
(DCMEM), the ACC accumulator register, or ALU/MAC forwarding logic. The execution stages occupy three cycles, and
bypass logic is used for the ALU and MAC to alleviate data
hazard pipeline penalties. The Result Select and Write Back
stages select results from the ALU or MAC unit, and write the
result to data memory, DC memory, or neighboring processors.
To simplify pre-tapeout verification, pipeline interlocks are not
implemented in hardware, and all code is scheduled prior to
execution by the programmer or compiler.
The MAC unit is divided into three stages to enable a high
clock rate as well as the capability of issuing MAC and multiply instructions every cycle. Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of
the MAC unit. The first stage generates the partial products of
the 16 16 multiplier. The second stage uses carry-save adders
to compress the partial products into a single 32-bit carry-save
output. The final stage contains a 40-bit adder to add the results from the second stage to the 40-bit accumulator register
(ACC). Because the ACC is normally read infrequently, only the
least-significant 16 bits of the ACC are readable. More significant ACC bits are read by shifting those bits into the 16 LSBs.
This simplification reduces hardware and relaxes timing in the
final MAC unit stage which is the block’s critical pipeline stage.
2) Local Oscillator: Fig. 8 contains a simplified schematic
of the programmable local oscillator which provides the clock
to each processor. The oscillator is an enhanced ring oscillator
and is built entirely with standard cells. Three methods are used
to configure the frequency of the oscillator. First, the ring size
can be configured to 5 or 9 stages using the configuration signal
stage_sel. Second, seven tri-state inverters are connected in parallel with each inverter. When a tri-state inverter is turned on,
that stage’s current drive increases, and the ring’s frequency
increases [16]. Third, a clock divider at the output divides the
clock from 1 to 128 times. The halt signal and the SR latch allow
the oscillator to cleanly halt when the processor stalls without
any partial clock pulses.
Processors must stall when they attempt to read data from an
empty FIFO or write data to a full FIFO, to maintain correct
operation. The clock oscillator can be configured to halt during
stalls so that the processor consumes no power whatsoever except leakage while stalled. Fig. 9 shows an example waveform

Fig. 7. Block diagram for the three-stage MAC unit.

Fig. 8. Programmable clock oscillator: an inverter ring with configurable tristate inverters, ring size and frequency divider.

for clock halting and restarting. Signal stall_fifo is asserted when
FIFO access is stalled due to either an empty input or full output
condition. After a nine clock cycle period, during which the processor’s pipeline is flushed, the signal halt_clk (same as halt in
Fig. 8) goes high which halts the clock oscillator. The signal
stall_fifo returns low when the cause of the stall has been resolved (when data is put into the empty input FIFO or data is
removed from the full output FIFO); then halt_clk restarts the
oscillator at full speed in less than one clock period. Using this
method, power is reduced by 53% and 65% for a JPEG encoder
and a 802.11a/g transmitter application respectively, by making
active power dissipation equal to zero during periods when processors have no work to perform.
Figs. 10(a) and (b) show measured oscillator frequencies for
the 5-inverter and 9-inverter rings respectively. Over all possible configurations, the oscillator has 524 288 frequency settings and its frequency range is 1.66 MHz to 702 MHz as shown
in Fig. 10(c). Figure 10(d) shows the number of occurrences of
different frequency gaps between settings within the useful frequency range of 1.66 to 500 MHz. In this useful range, approximately 99% of the frequency gaps are smaller than 0.01 MHz,
and the largest gap is 0.06 MHz.
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Fig. 9. Example waveform of clock halting and restarting.

Fig. 11. Physical distribution of measured oscillator frequencies across different processors with the same configuration. Data are given in MHz with contour lines from 500 MHz to 540 MHz in 5 MHz steps.

Fig. 10. Measured oscillator data for a single processor: (a) frequencies for the
5-inverter ring, (b) frequencies for the 9-inverter ring, (c) frequencies over all
configuration possibilities, and (d) number of occurrences at different frequency
gaps.

Despite the fact that the layout for all processors is exactly
the same, process variation causes different processors on the
same die to perform differently than others. Fig. 11 shows measured oscillator frequencies taken at the same configuration setting on the same chip. The oscillator located in the bottom right
processor has a frequency greater than 540 MHz, while several
oscillators in the top row have frequencies less than 500 MHz.
By its very nature of being a truly GALS processor array, this
design is free from any new functionality issues whatsoever not
present in standard clocked digital systems (other than possible
metastability at clock domain crossings which can be reduced to
extremely low levels through configurable synchronization registers) in either hardware (including the FIFO buffers) or software due to processor clock frequency variations from jitter,
skew, halting, restarting, frequency changes, or process variations. The only impact of variations is a possible change in
throughput.
B. Design of Inter-Processor Communication
The AsAP architecture connects processors via a configurable 2-D mesh as shown in Fig. 12. To maintain link
communication at full clock rates, inter-processor connections
are made to nearest-neighbor processors only. Each processor
has two asynchronous input data ports and can connect each
port to any of its four nearest neighboring processors. The

input connections of each processor are normally defined
during the configuration sequence after powerup. The output
port connections can be changed among any combination of
the four neighboring processors at any time through software.
Input ports are read and output ports written through reserved
program variables and inter-processor timing is in fact invisible
to programs without explicit software synchronization. AsAP’s
nearest neighbor connections result in no high-speed wires
with a length greater than the linear dimension of a processing
element. Since inter-processor links are extremely short local
wires and not global wires, inter-processor delay decreases with
advancing fabrication technologies and allows clock rates to
scale upward. Data transfers between distant AsAP processors
are handled by routing through intermediary processors—physical links are still only among nearest neighbors, however.
The reliable transfer of data across unrelated asynchronous
clock domains is accomplished by mixed-clock-domain FIFOs.
The dual-clock FIFOs read and write in fully independent and
haltable clock domains without restrictions other than minimum
cycle times. No special circuits are required other than the ones
shown. The FIFO block was entirely synthesized, and automatically placed and routed. A block diagram of the FIFO’s major
components is shown in Fig. 13. The FIFO’s write clock and
write data are supplied in a source-synchronous fashion by the
upstream processor and the FIFO’s read clock is supplied by the
downstream processor. In AsAP, the dual-clock FIFO resides
in the downstream processor to simplify the physical design.
Values are read from only the head of the FIFO, and this is presented to software as a single operand source. The read and write
addresses are transferred across the asynchronous interface, and
are used to decide if the FIFO is full or empty. Configurable synchronization registers are inserted in the asynchronous interface
to alleviate metastability. In order to avoid changing multiple
address bit values at the same time across the asynchronous interface, the addresses are gray coded when transferred across
the clock domain boundary [17].
C. Implementation of AsAP
The AsAP processor is implemented in 0.18 m TSMC standard CMOS using Artisan standard cells. The chip is fully synthesized from verilog, except the clock oscillator which was designed by hand from standard cells. The IMem, DMem, and two
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Fig. 12. Nearest neighbor inter-processor communication diagram.

Fig. 13. Block diagram of the dual-clock FIFO used for asynchronous
boundary communication.

FIFO memories are built using memory macro blocks. The design process was done in two phases. First, a single processor
was auto placed and routed including power grid design, clock
tree insertion, and several passes of in-place optimization to increase speed and reduce wiring congestion. Second, processors
were arrayed across the chip, and the small amount of global circuitry was auto placed and routed around the array. Processors
nearly abut with very short wires between them. Fig. 14 shows
the die micrograph of the first generation 6 6 AsAP array processor. Each processor contains 230 000 transistors.
For testing purposes, 27 critical signals from each of the 36
processors can be selectively routed to eight chip pads for realtime viewing of these key signals which include: clocks, stall
signals, FIFO signals, program counter, etc. Figure 15 shows
the test environment for the AsAP prototype including a printed
circuit board hosting an AsAP processor and a supporting FPGA

Fig. 14. Micrograph of the 6

2 6 AsAP chip.

Fig. 15. AsAP board and supporting FPGA-based test board.

board to interface between AsAP’s configuration and data ports
and a host computer. There is one SPI style serial port designed
in the AsAP processor which receives external information and
commands for configuration and programs.
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Fig. 16. Area evaluation of AsAP processor and several other processors; with technology scaled to 0.13 m.
TABLE II
AREA BREAKDOWN IN A SINGLE PROCESSOR

IV. MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
A. Testing and Measurement Results
1) Area: Due to its small memories and simple communication scheme, each AsAP processor devotes most of its area
to the execution core and thereby achieves a high area efficiency. Table II shows the area breakdown for each AsAP processor. Each one dedicates 8% to communication circuits, 26%
to memory circuits, and a favorable 66% to the core. These data
compare well to other processors [6], [12], [18], [8], [19], [20],
as shown in Fig. 16(a), since the other processors use 20% to
45% of their area for the core. Each AsAP processor occupies
0.66 mm and the 6 6 array occupies 32.1 mm including
pads, global power rings, and a small amount of chip-level circuits. Fig. 16(b) compares the area of several processors scaled
to 0.13 m, assuming area reduces as the square of the technology’s minimum feature size. The AsAP processor is 20 to
210 times smaller than these other processors.
2) Power and Performance: The fabricated processors run at
520–540 MHz at a supply voltage of 1.8 V and over 600 MHz
at 2.0 V. The shmoo plot of Fig. 17 shows processor operation
as a function of supply voltage and clock speed. Since AsAP
processors dissipate zero active power when idle for even brief
periods of time (such as is common in complex applications),
and because different instructions dissipate varying amounts of
power, it is useful to consider several power measurements. The
average processor power while executing the JPEG encoder and
802.11a/g transmitter applications is 32 mW at 475 MHz. Processors that are 100% active and executing a “typical application” mix of instructions dissipate 84 mW each at 475 MHz. The
absolute worst case power per processor at 475 MHz is 144 mW
and occurs when using the MAC instruction with all memories
active every cycle.
At a supply voltage of 0.9 V, processors run at 116 MHz and
the typical application power is only 2.4 mW.

Fig. 17. Processor shmoo: voltage versus speed.

Approximately 2/3 of AsAP’s power is dissipated in its
clocking system. This is largely due to the fact that clock
gating is not implemented in this first design, so the future
addition of even coarse levels of clock gating (distinguished
from oscillator halting) are expected to significantly reduce
power consumption further.
Fig. 18 compares the peak performance density and energy
efficiency of several processors [9], [18], [20], [12], [6]. All data
are scaled to 0.13 m technology. Energy efficiency is defined
as the power divided by the clock frequency with a scale factor
to compensate for multiple issue architectures. These processors have large differences that are not taken into account by
these simple metrics—such as word width and workload—so
this comparison is only approximate. The AsAP processor has
a high peak performance density that is 7 to 30 times higher than
the others. Also, the AsAP processor has a low power per operation that is 5 to 15 times lower than the others.
If the exact AsAP design presented here were scaled to a
90 nm technology, a 13 mm by 13 mm chip would yield over
1000 processors, have a peak computation rate of 1 TeraOp/sec,
but dissipate only 10 W typical application power in addition
to leakage. The fine-grain structure of the AsAP design could
provide opportunities for leakage and active power reduction
in the common case when loads are unbalanced across processors, and would be able to leverage techniques commonly used
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Fig. 18. Power and performance evaluation of AsAP processor and several
other processors; with technology scaled to 0.13 m.

Fig. 20. 802.11a/g transmitter implementation using 22 processors; thin arrows
show all paths and wide arrows show the primary data flow.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF JPEG ENCODER (9 ASAP PROCESSORS) AND IEEE
802.11A/11G WIRELESS LAN TRANSMITTER (TI C62X NON-COMPLETE,
22 ASAP PROCESSORS COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION) SOFTWARE
IMPLEMENTATIONS

Fig. 19. JPEG encoder core using nine processors; thin arrows show all paths
and wide arrows show the primary data flow.

in much larger processors (e.g., by reducing the supply voltage
to a region of lightly used AsAP processors). While this design
contains no special circuits or architectural features to reduce
leakage, assuming a constant transistor density, AsAP’s leakage
power would scale lower roughly at the same rate as its 20 to 210
times lower area compared to the processors shown in Fig. 16,
when implemented in deep-submicron technologies.
B. Software and Application Implementations
While the previous benchmark results are useful, most are
based on simple metrics and do not take into account application performance. In addition to the tasks listed in Table I, we
also implemented and further analyzed several complex applications, including a JPEG encoder core and an 802.11a/g baseband transmitter [21] which were written in assembly code by
hand, were lightly optimized, and had to be written in parallel
tasks to map to the array.
1) JPEG Encoder: Fig. 19 shows a JPEG encoder core using
nine processors. Three processors compute the Level Shift and
an 8 8 DCT, and four processors implement a Huffman
encoder. All processors consume 224 mW at a clock rate of
300 MHz. Processing each 8 8 block requires approximately
1400 clock cycles. Compared to one implementation on a TI
C62x 8-way VLIW DSP processor, AsAP has similar performance, and 11 times lower power consumption [22], [23].
2) 802.11a/g Transmitter: Fig. 20 shows a fully-compliant
IEEE 802.11a/g wireless baseband transmitter using 22 processors [24]. Data enters the transmitter in the upper left,

flows through a number of frequency-domain tasks, the OFDM
64-point complex IFFT, a number of time-domain tasks, and
finally to a synchronization processor whose only purpose is
to enable the asynchronous array to be directly connected to
a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter with no other necessary
logic.
The implementation consumes 407 mW at 300 MHz and
achieves 30% of full rate at 54 Mb/s despite that fact the code
is lightly optimized and unscheduled. This result compares
well to a previously published non-complete implementation
on a TI C62x 8-way VLIW DSP [25], [23]—AsAP achieves
5 to 10 times higher performance with 35 to 75 times lower
energy dissipation—depending on details of the application
conditions. Data are summarized in Table III.
V. RELATED WORK
Most parallel processor systems can be easily differentiated by their processing element architectures. They can be
categorized into three broad types: 1) heterogeneous such as
Pleiades [26], 2) SIMD or SIMD-like such as Imagine [15] and
PipeRench [27], and 3) homogeneous MIMD. AsAP is a homogeneous MIMD-style machine and can be distinguished from
other MIMD systems such as Smart Memories [28], RAW [12],
TRIPS [13], and Synchroscalar [29], by processing element
granularity alone. Smart Memories contains 64-bit processors
with two integer clusters, one FPU cluster, and 128 KB of
memory. Each RAW processor contains 32 KB instruction
memory and 32 KB Dcache. The TRIPS processor contains
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large multiple-issue processors. Individual Synchroscalar processing elements are SIMD processors.
Clocking style is another feature that distinguishes AsAP
from other projects. Most of the other implementations use
globally synchronous clocking styles. Pleiades and FAUST
[30] use a handshaking GALS clocking style, which requires
acknowledgment of each transaction and is therefore significantly different from the source-synchronous interprocessor
communication used in AsAP—which is able to sustain a
full-rate communication of one word per clock cycle, albeit
with longer latencies. The Intel 80-core processing array [31]
employs mesochronous clocking where each processor operates
at the same clock frequency with a varying clock phase.
The inter-processor network is another key feature in AsAP.
Smart Memories and RAW use mesh-connected structures, but
contain sophisticated networks to route data. The Transputer
[32] and Systolic processors [11] share the same idea of nearestneighbor communication with AsAP, but Transputer uses a bit
serial communication channel, and systolic processors send and
receive data in a highly regular manner. Many other architectures have used the 2-D mesh or 2-D toroidal mesh such as the
MasPar MP-1 [33].
VI. CONCLUSION
The AsAP scalable programmable processor array targets
DSP and embedded applications and features a simple chip
multiprocessor architecture with small memories, GALS
clocking style, and nearest neighbor communication. These and
other features make AsAP well-suited for future fabrication
technologies, and for the computation of complex multi-task
DSP workloads.
The AsAP processing array is implemented in 0.18 m
CMOS, and runs at 520–540 MHz at 1.8 V and over 600 MHz
at 2.0 V. Each highly energy-efficient processor dissipates
32 mW while executing applications, and 84 mW when 100%
active at 475 MHz. It achieves a high performance density of
over 910 peak MOPS per mm .
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